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(54) RISK CONTROL EVENT AUTOMATIC PROCESSING METHOD AND APPARATUS

(57) Implementations of the present application dis-
close a risk control event automatic processing method
and apparatus. The method includes: obtaining each
piece of risk feature information of a current risk control
event; determining a category of the current risk control
event based on the risk feature information; obtaining
evidence information corresponding to a determination
result; and generating case closing information of the cur-
rent risk control event based on the determination result

and the evidence information. According to the imple-
mentations of the present application, the risk control
event can be automatically processed, to further improve
a case closing speed. In addition, the evidence informa-
tion corresponding to the determination result of the risk
control event can be automatically obtained, and there-
fore, it is convenient to verify the reliability of the deter-
mination result of the risk control event.
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Description

TECHNICAL FIELD

[0001] The present application relates to the field of computer software technologies, and in particular, to a risk control
event automatic processing method and apparatus.

BACKGROUND

[0002] On a risk control platform, many users report cases every day, and content reported each time can be considered
as a risk control event. After receiving a risk control event, an examiner of the risk control platform examines the risk
control event. The examiner usually determines the risk control event based on operation content, an environment, and
a device of a user on the platform, for example, determines a category of the risk control event (for example, a case or
a non-case, where different risk control events have different risks, a risk control event with a specified high risk level
can be usually referred to as a case, and the other risk control events can be referred to as non-cases), etc. If necessary,
the examiner communicates with the user for confirmation, and finally generates case closing information of the risk
control event, to close the risk control event.
[0003] However, currently, the examiner determines a risk control event through manual analysis. Consequently, case
closing efficiency is low, and in addition, the reliability of a determination result of the risk control event is hard to verify.

SUMMARY

[0004] Implementations of the present application provide a risk control event automatic processing method and
apparatus, to alleviate the following technical problems in the existing technology: Because an examiner of a security
risk control platform determines a risk control event through manual analysis the case closing efficiency is low, and the
reliability of a determination result of the risk control event is also hard to verify.
[0005] To alleviate the previous technical problem, the implementations of the present application are implemented
as follows:
[0006] An implementation of the present application provides a risk control event automatic processing method, in-
cluding: obtaining each piece of risk feature information of a current risk control event; determining a category of the
current risk control event based on the risk feature information; obtaining evidence information corresponding to a
determination result; and generating case closing information of the current risk control event based on the determination
result and the evidence information.
[0007] An implementation of the present application provides a risk control event automatic processing apparatus,
including: a first acquisition module, configured to obtain each piece of risk feature information of a current risk control
event; a determining module, configured to determine a category of the current risk control event based on the risk
feature information; a second acquisition module, configured to obtain evidence information corresponding to a deter-
mination result; and a generation module, configured to generate case closing information of the current risk control
event based on the determination result and the evidence information.
[0008] The previous at least one technical solution used in the present implementation of the present application can
achieve the following beneficial effects: The risk control event can be automatically processed, to further improve a case
closing speed. In addition, the evidence information corresponding to the determination result of the risk control event
can be automatically obtained, and therefore, it is convenient to verify the reliability of the determination result of the
risk control event, and some or all problems in the existing technology can be alleviated.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF DRAWINGS

[0009] To describe the technical solutions in the implementations of the present application or in the existing technology
more clearly, the following briefly describes the accompanying drawings required for describing the implementations or
the existing technology. Apparently, the accompanying drawings in the following description merely show some imple-
mentations of the present application, and a person of ordinary skill in the art can still derive other drawings from these
accompanying drawings without creative efforts.

FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a risk control event automatic processing method, according to an im-
plementation of the present application;
FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an extended procedure corresponding to FIG. 1, according to an imple-
mentation of the present application;
FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating a decision tree, according to an implementation of the present application;
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FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating decision paths on the decision tree in FIG. 3, according to an implementation
of the present application;
FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram illustrating a comparison between case closing information generated based on the
previous risk control event automatic processing method and case closing information in the existing technology,
according to an implementation of the present application; and
FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating a risk control event automatic processing apparatus corresponding
to FIG. 1, according to an implementation of the present application.

DESCRIPTION OF IMPLEMENTATIONS

[0010] Implementations of the present application provide a risk control event automatic processing method and
apparatus.
[0011] To make a person skilled in the art understand the technical solutions in the present application better, the
following clearly and comprehensively describes the technical solutions in the implementations of the present application
with reference to the accompanying drawings in the implementations of the present application. Apparently, the described
implementations are merely some but not all of the implementations of the present application. All other implementations
obtained by a person of ordinary skill in the art based on the implementations of the present application without creative
efforts shall fall within the protection scope of the present application.
[0012] FIG. 1 is a schematic flowchart illustrating a risk control event automatic processing method, according to an
implementation of the present application. From the perspective of a program, the present procedure can be executed
by an application (APP), a personal computer (PC) side program, etc. From the perspective of a device, an execution
body of the present procedure can include but is not limited to the following devices: a personal computer, a large-sized
or medium-sized computer, a computer cluster, a mobile phone, a tablet computer, a smart wearable device, a vehicle
machine, etc.
[0013] The procedure in FIG. 1 can include the following steps.
[0014] S101: Obtain each piece of risk feature information of a current risk control event.
[0015] In the present implementation of the present application, the risk control event can be obtained after a user
reports a case, or can be obtained by actively monitoring a certain service.
[0016] An online shopping service is used as an example. When the user suspects that there is a problem with an
online transaction of the user, the user can report a case to a corresponding risk control platform, and as such, the online
transaction becomes a risk control event. Certainly, the risk control platform can alternatively actively monitor each online
transaction of the user, and in this way, each online transaction becomes a risk control event.
[0017] In the present implementation of the present application, the risk feature information can be used to measure
a risk of a risk control event. Therefore, the risk feature information can be used as a basis for determining the risk
control event.
[0018] A risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information can be designed in advance based on a service.
The online shopping service is still used as an example. The risk feature can be, for example, the number of historical
transactions between users, a geographical location at which the user conducts a transaction, or a device used by the
user to conduct a transaction, etc. In practice, the risk feature information can be a specific value of the risk feature
corresponding to the risk feature information, or can be information used to determine the specific value, etc.
[0019] In practice, a risk feature can be designed based on a requirement, to improve effects of the solutions of the
present application. Three possible requirements on the risk feature are listed as follows:
[0020] A "determinable" requirement means that the risk feature is suitable for determining of a case and is related to
a risk category of the case. For example, the risk feature is "the number of historical transactions between users". When
the value is very large, it indicates that the user is familiar with the other party of a transaction, a risk is low, and the
transaction is unlikely to be a case; otherwise, a risk is high, and the transaction is more likely to be a case.
[0021] An "understandable" requirement means that a meaning of the risk feature is easy to understand. For example,
"the number of historical transactions between users" has a clear meaning.
[0022] An "evidence-available" requirement means that the risk feature can correspond to clear evidence information,
and the evidence information is easy to obtain. For example, the risk feature is "the number of historical transactions
between users". Information about each corresponding historical transaction can be clearly and easily obtained, and
used as corresponding evidence information.
[0023] S102: Determine a category of the current risk control event based on the risk feature information.
[0024] In the present implementation of the present application, different risk control events have different risks. Usually,
a risk control event with a specified high risk level can be referred to as a case, and the other risk control events can be
referred to as non-cases. Based on such a premise, the category of the risk control event can be a case or a non-case.
[0025] Further, the case or the non-case can be subdivided. For example, the case can be subdivided into "device
lost-case" and "account stolen-case"; and the non-case can be subdivided into "performed by an acquaintance on behalf
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of the user-non-case" and "performed by the user-non-case".
[0026] It is worthwhile to note that classifying the risk control event based on whether the risk control event is a case
is merely an example classification method. There is another classification method. For example, a plurality of different
risk level categories can be set, and each risk control event is classified into at least one of the risk level categories.
[0027] S103: Obtain evidence information corresponding to a determination result.
[0028] In the present implementation of the present application, the evidence information can be obtained based on
a determining process, or can be obtained based on the risk feature information. The evidence information can be, for
example, detailed information of the determining process or detailed information of the risk feature information. Assume
that certain risk feature information is as follows: There are five historical transactions between users. Therefore, detailed
information of the risk feature information can be transaction record details of the five transactions, etc.
[0029] If necessary, the reliability of the determination result of the corresponding risk control event can be verified
based on the evidence information.
[0030] S104: Generate case closing information of the current risk control event based on the determination result
and the evidence information.
[0031] In the present implementation of the present application, in addition to generating the case closing information,
a countermeasure can be taken for the current risk control event based on the determination result. For example, if it is
determined that the current risk control event is a case, countermeasures such as banning a transaction account and
refusing to continue a transaction can be taken for the current risk control event, to ensure the transaction security.
[0032] Based on the method in FIG. 1, the risk control event can be automatically processed, to improve a case closing
speed. In addition, the evidence information corresponding to the determination result of the risk control event can be
automatically obtained, and therefore, it is convenient to verify the reliability of the determination result of the risk control
event.
[0033] Based on the method in FIG. 1, the present implementation of the present application further provides some
implementation solutions of the method and an extended solution. Description is provided below.
[0034] In the present implementation of the present application, in step S102, the determining a category of the current
risk control event based on the risk feature information can include: obtaining a classifier obtained by performing training
based on risk feature information of sample risk control events; and determining the category of the current risk control
event by classifying the current risk control event based on the classifier and the risk feature information.
[0035] The classifier can be implemented in a plurality of methods. For example, the classifier can be implemented
based on a decision tree, or the classifier can be implemented based on a neural network. The classifier is usually
obtained by performing pre-training based on a plurality of sample risk control events.
[0036] Certainly, the category of the current risk control event can be determined without using the classifier. For
example, a risk feature information blacklist can be predetermined. Then, the risk feature information of the current risk
control event is matched with the blacklist. If the risk feature information of the current risk control event matches the
blacklist, it is directly determined that the current risk control event is a case.
[0037] In the present implementation of the present application, as described above, the evidence information corre-
sponding to the determination result can be obtained based on the risk feature information. In such a case, different risk
feature information usually corresponds to different evidence information. When there are a small number of risk features,
evidence information corresponding to all risk feature information of the current risk control event can be obtained
indiscriminately. However, when there are a large number of risk features, it is inappropriate because a large amount
of processing resources and time are consumed and costs are increased.
[0038] In consideration of such a problem, only evidence information corresponding to some relatively important risk
feature information can be obtained. For example, in the present implementation of the present application, a contribution
representation value can be used to measure the importance of the risk feature information. In step S103, the obtaining
evidence information corresponding to a determination result can include: determining contribution representation values
of the risk feature information; and obtaining the evidence information corresponding to the determination result based
on the contribution representation values and the risk feature information corresponding to the contribution representation
values.
[0039] The previous example is still used. The relatively important risk feature information can be determined by
ranking contribution representation values or by comparing contribution representation values with a specified threshold.
[0040] For example, the relatively important risk feature information is determined by ranking the contribution feature
values. The obtaining evidence information corresponding to a determination result can include: ranking the risk feature
information based on the determined contribution representation values of the risk feature information; and obtaining,
based on a ranking result, evidence information corresponding to risk feature information with top N contribution repre-
sentation values, and using the evidence information as the evidence information corresponding to the determination
result, where N is an integer not less than 1.
[0041] Based on the previous idea, the procedure in FIG. 1 can be extended to obtain a more detailed procedure, as
shown in FIG. 2.
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[0042] FIG. 2 is a schematic diagram illustrating an extended procedure corresponding to FIG. 1, according to an
implementation of the present application.
[0043] The procedure in FIG. 2 can include the following steps: obtaining each piece of risk feature information of a
current risk control event; determining a category of the current risk control event based on the risk feature information;
determining contribution representation values of the risk feature information; ranking the risk feature information based
on the contribution representation values; obtaining, based on a ranking result, evidence information corresponding to
risk feature information with top N contribution representation values, and using the evidence information as evidence
information corresponding to a determination result; and generating case closing information of the current risk control
event based on the determination result and the evidence information.
[0044] Compared with the procedure in FIG. 1, the procedure in FIG. 2 focuses on determining of the contribution
representation values of the risk feature information. Detailed description is provided below.
[0045] In the present implementation of the present application, the contribution representation values of the risk
feature information can be determined based on one aspect or a plurality of aspects of factors. Several factors are listed
as examples below.

First: Evidence importance. As described above, after the category of the current risk control event is determined,
the evidence information needs to be further obtained. In other words, evidence needs to be further provided. The
evidence importance can reflect the importance of the evidence information corresponding to the risk feature infor-
mation.
Second: Category determination contribution. The category determination contribution can reflect the contribution
of the risk feature information in a process of determining the category of the risk control event.
Third: Feature dimension contribution. The feature dimension contribution can reflect the contribution of a risk feature
corresponding to the risk feature information to the result of determining the category of the risk control event, and
the contribution can be independent of the determining process.
Fourth: Feature anomaly. The feature anomaly can reflect the anomaly of the risk feature information. For example,
the feature anomaly can indicate the degree to which the risk feature information deviates from a standard value
used in the determining process, etc. The standard value is used to be compared with the risk feature information,
to determine how to select a branch in the determining process.

[0046] The previous factors can also be represented by corresponding representation values, to facilitate operations.
The previous four factors are used as an example. The determining contribution representation values of the risk feature
information can include: determining at least one of the following specific representation values of the risk feature
information: an evidence importance representation value, a category determination contribution representation value,
a feature dimension contribution representation value, and a feature anomaly representation value; and determining the
contribution representation values of the risk feature information based on determined specific representation values.
[0047] In addition, for a risk control event with determined risk feature information, a contribution representation value
of the risk feature information of the risk control event is a contribution representation value of a risk feature corresponding
to the risk feature information, because a risk feature of the risk control event at this time is not a variable but is the risk
feature information.
[0048] For ease of understanding, a solution that can be used to determine the previous representation values is
described based on an actual application scenario.
[0049] In such a scenario, the previous classifier performs classification by using a decision tree. To be specific, in
step S102, the category of the current risk control event is determined based on the decision tree. At least some nodes
on the decision tree include a risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information.
[0050] FIG. 3 is a schematic diagram illustrating the previous decision tree, according to an implementation of the
present application. In FIG. 3, the decision tree includes five nodes. Each node includes one risk feature and a standard
value corresponding to the risk feature. Leaf nodes on the decision tree are classified into two categories: category 1
and category 2. Information input into the decision tree is usually determined as category 1 or category 2. In step S102,
the obtained risk feature information of the current risk control event can be input into the decision tree to determine the
category of the current risk control event.
[0051] Node 1 is used as an example, and " F1 > 1" in node 1 means that a risk feature included in node 1 is denoted
as F1, and a corresponding standard value is 1; when input risk feature information of F1 is not greater than 1, the left
branch of node 1 is selected, in other words, a next node is node 2; and when input risk feature information of F1 is
greater than 1, the right branch of node 1 is selected, in other words, a next node is node 3.
[0052] For ease of description, the evidence importance representation value is denoted as FCk (f), the category
determination contribution representation value is denoted as FCc (f), the feature dimension contribution representation
value is denoted as FCF (f), and the feature anomaly representation value is denoted as FOc(f), where f denotes a risk
feature, and for a certain risk control event, f can alternatively denote risk feature information corresponding to the risk
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feature. At least one determining method of each of the several representation values is described.

1. A determining method for the evidence importance representation value FCk(f). The evidence importance repre-
sentation value FCk(f) can usually be determined based on prior field knowledge, and an expert in the field can
provide the importance of each risk feature f to subsequent evidence-providing. For example, FCk(f) ∈ [0,1] can be
described. Greater importance of the risk feature f to the subsequent evidence-providing can correspond to a larger
value of FCk(f) in a value interval [0,1].
2. A determining method for the category determination contribution representation value FCc(f). The category
determination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event can
be determined in the following method: determining a decision path corresponding to the determination result on
the decision tree; and determining the category determination contribution representation value of the risk feature
information of the current risk control event based on density change information of sample risk control events of a
specified category that are before and after a specific node included on the decision path, where the specific node
includes the risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information.

[0053] With reference to FIG. 3, assume that category 1 is case, and category 2 is non-case. The previous specified
category can usually be a case, and the density change information of the sample risk control events of the specified
category is case density change information.
[0054] A case density can be, for example, data such as a case proportion. The case proportion is used as an example.
Assume that node 2 is on the decision path. Before node 2 performs filtering, a case proportion of the sample risk control
events is 1/10; and after node 2 performs filtering, the case proportion of the sample risk control events is increased to
1/2. An increase from 1/10 to 1/2 can be used as the density change information.
[0055] After a node included on the decision path is passed, the degree to which the case density is increased can
reflect the degree to which a risk feature included in the node contributes to classification determining. For any risk
feature, the contribution of the risk feature to classification can be determined based on contributions of the risk feature
to classification on at least some nodes including the risk feature among all nodes included on the decision path. There
can be a plurality of determining methods. For example, the contributions of the risk feature to classification on at least
some nodes including the risk feature can be accumulated or added through weighting.
[0056] For ease of understanding, description is provided by using formulas.
[0057] Assume that node n on the decision tree includes the risk feature f and node n is included on the decision path
and there are two categories that are respectively indicated by y = 0 and y = 1, the contribution of the risk feature f to
classification on node n is as follows: 

F denotes a risk feature set included in an upstream node of node n, C(x) denotes a classification result of a current risk
control event x, Pn (y= C(x)|F) denotes a proportion of risk control events (for example, cases) of a specified category
to all sample risk control events that enter node n after the upstream node performs filtering, and Pn (y=C(x)|F, f) denotes
a proportion of risk control events (for example, cases) of the specified category to all sample risk control events obtained
after node n performs filtering.
[0058] Further, the contribution of the risk feature f can be obtained by accumulating contributions corresponding to
all nodes on the decision path:
[0059] For the risk feature f, the category determination contribution representation value FCc(f) can be as follows:

R(x) denotes a decision path that x passes through on the decision tree. A standard value of f included in node n on the
decision tree is Fn.
[0060] FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram illustrating decision paths on the decision tree in FIG. 3, according to an imple-
mentation of the present application.
[0061] In FIG. 4, a decision path that x passes through is as follows: Each piece of risk feature information of x is input
into node 1, and passes node 2 and node 4 to a leaf node corresponding category 2. According to formula 2, a category
determination contribution representation value of risk feature F1 is FC1(F1)+FC4(F1), that is, a category determination
contribution representation value of risk feature information corresponding to risk feature F1 in the risk feature information
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of x; a category determination contribution representation value of risk feature F2 is FC2(F2), that is, a category deter-
mination contribution representation value of risk feature information corresponding to risk feature F2 in the risk feature
information of x; and risk features F3 and F4 make no contribution to category determination of x.
[0062] Further, in practice, in step S102, the category of the current risk control event can be determined based on a
plurality of decision trees, for example, a random forest. In such a case, category determination contributions can be
determined on all the decision trees and are then added or averaged, and a value obtained through addition or averaging
is used as the category determination contribution representation value.
[0063] Averaging is used as an example, formula 2 can be extended to obtain: 

T denotes a random forest used for category determination, t denotes a decision tree in T , and  is a category

determination contribution representation value corresponding to decision tree t that is calculated based on formula 2.
[0064] Still further, in practice, for the decision tree, the number of sample risk control events gradually decreases
when approaching to a leaf node. Consequently, probability estimation can be inaccurate, and the reliability of the
determined category determination contribution representation value is affected. For such a problem, the solutions in
the present application also provide a countermeasure. For example, a virtual sample risk control event can be set, to
maintain the number of samples at a proper level.
[0065] The determining the category determination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of
the current risk control event based on density change information of sample risk control events of a specified category
that are before and after a specific node included on the decision path can include: setting a virtual sample risk control
event; and determining the category determination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of
the current risk control event based on density change information of sample risk control events and virtual sample risk
control events of the specified category that are before and after the specific node included on the decision path.
[0066] The virtual sample risk control event can be set in a plurality of methods, for example, can be set based on a
prior probability distribution, or can be set at random. The previous method is used as an example. The setting a virtual
sample risk control event can include: setting the virtual sample risk control event based on a prior probability distribution
assumed for the sample risk control events of the specified category.
[0067] For example, assume that the sample risk control event of the specified category is a case, and assume that
a case probability p follows a prior Beta distribution: 

[0068] An average value of p is  and a variance of p is  Assume that m sample risk

control events are observed and there are z cases. A posterior distribution of the case probability p is a Beta distribution,
and parameters are as follows:

[0069] An average value is 

[0070] Therefore, assuming the prior Beta distribution is equivalent to setting α + β virtual sample events, and there
are α cases. To improve the reliability, in practice, a case proportion of the virtual sample events can be set to be the
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same as an actual case proportion p0 of sample events. Assume that m0 virtual sample events are set in total. 

[0071] 3. A determining method for the feature dimension contribution representation value FCF(f). The example in
FIG. 3 is still used for description. As described above, FCc(f) usually measures the contribution of the risk feature f by
using an increase of the case density after the sample risk control event is filtered by a node including the risk feature
f on the decision path on the decision tree, which is essentially a measurement method based on a path on the decision
tree. Further, the contribution of the risk feature f can be alternatively measured without using the path on the decision
tree, for example, measured by using FCF(f).
[0072] The feature dimension contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control
event can be determined in the following method: determining a plurality of sets that correspond to a risk feature corre-
sponding to the risk feature information; determining a set in the plurality of sets that includes the risk feature information;
and determining the feature dimension contribution representation value of the risk feature information based on a density
of sample risk control events, of a specified category, corresponding to the set that includes the risk feature information,
where any risk feature information corresponding to the risk feature belongs to at least one of the plurality of sets.
[0073] In practice, the risk feature can be a numerical variable, or can be a non-numerical variable. Correspondingly,
the risk feature information can be a numerical value, or can be a non-numerical value.
[0074] When the risk feature is a numerical variable, the plurality of sets can be a plurality of numerical intervals
obtained by dividing a value range of the risk feature, and each set is one of the numerical intervals.
[0075] For example, when the risk feature f is a numerical variable, a numerical interval obtained through division for
the risk feature f is denoted as TF(f). The degree to which a case density of the current risk control event x in a numerical
interval that includes the current risk control event x can be used as the feature dimension contribution representation
value of the risk feature f : 

f(x) denotes the risk feature information, of x, corresponding to the risk feature f, and is a numerical value here.
P(y=C(x)|f∈TF(f)) denotes a case proportion of x in the numerical interval that includes x. P(y=C(x)) denotes a case
proportion in all intervals.
[0076] Numerical interval division can be implemented based on a quantization algorithm. There can be a plurality of
quantization algorithms, for example, uniform interval division or a single-variable decision tree.
[0077] When the risk feature is a non-numerical variable, the plurality of sets can be a plurality of non-numerical
variable value sets obtained by classifying non-numerical variable values corresponding to the risk feature, and each
set is one of the non-numerical variable value sets. The non-numerical variable can be a category (category) variable,
a string variable, etc.
[0078] For another example, when the risk feature f is a category (category) variable, a conditional probability of a
value of f(x) can be used to calculate the feature dimension contribution representation value, and the conditional
probability can be calculated based on the previous case density. Details are as follows: 

[0079] 4. A determining method for the feature anomaly representation value FOc(f). It can be learned from the previous
description that when the category determination contribution representation value FCc(f) is determined, FOc(f) in a node
is the same provided that FCc(f) is in a same branch of a same node on the decision tree. However, it should be considered
that, for example, when f > 10 in a node, contributions are obviously different when f=10.1 and f=10000. FOc(f) is a
contribution measurement factor for such a case, and FOc(f) can be used to adjust FCc(f).
[0080] In the present implementation of the present application, the feature anomaly representation value of the risk
feature information of the current risk control event can be determined in the following method: determining the feature
anomaly representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event based on a status of
determining sample risk control events of a specified category on a specific node included on the decision path, where
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the specific node includes the risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information.
[0081] Further, there are a plurality of implementation solutions of the method in the previous paragraph. For example,
the feature anomaly representation value can be determined based on a posterior probability. 

N(f) denotes space determined by the risk feature f on the decision path. The decision path in FIG. 3 is used as an
example, and N(F1)=(F1>1)∩(F1>4)=F1>4. In addition, an advantage of formula 7 is that FOc(f) and FCc(f) are on the
same order of magnitude when FOc(f)∈[0,1].
[0082] In practice, the feature anomaly representation value can be used to adjust both FCc(f) and FCF(f). For distin-
guishing, a feature anomaly representation value used to adjust FCF(f) is denoted as FOF(f).
[0083] FOF(f) can be calculated in a similar method: 

[0084] The previous separately describes in detail several factors that can be used to determine a contribution repre-
sentation value of the risk feature information. The contribution representation value of the risk feature information can
be determined in a plurality of methods based on a determined representation value of each factor. Two methods are
listed: heuristic-based design and machine learning based on an annotated sample. The two methods are separately
described.
[0085] The heuristic-based design means that the contribution representation value of the risk feature information can
be obtained by comprehensively calculating the representation values of the previous factors by designing a proper
formula. For example, 

λ is an adjustable weight coefficient.
[0086] The machine learning based on an annotated sample mainly includes two main steps:

1. Obtain annotated samples. Some cases and non-cases can be sampled, and experts can rate correlation between
risk features of these samples or correlation between these samples. As such, an annotated data set is obtained.
The annotated data set includes a risk feature fi,j of a sample xi, and a correlation label yi,j.

[0087] A learning method: When there is an annotated data set {(xi, fi,j, yi,j),1≤i≤N,1≤j≤K}, based on the representation
values of the previous factors, the sample xi and the risk feature fi,j of the sample xi can form a description vector:
[0088] [FCk(fi,j),FOF(fi,j),FCF(fi,j),FOc(fi,j),FCc(fi,j)]. This is a typical learning to rank (learning to rank) problem. A proper
ranking model, for example, rank-SVM can be used to fit the correlation label yi,j, to obtain a contribution representation
value of corresponding risk feature information.
[0089] Further, in step S103, the obtaining evidence information corresponding to a determination result can include:
ranking the risk feature information based on the determined contribution representation values of the risk feature
information; and obtaining, based on a ranking result, evidence information corresponding to risk feature information
with top N contribution representation values, and using the evidence information as the evidence information corre-
sponding to the determination result. Alternatively, the risk feature information may not be ranked. Instead, a threshold
of the contribution representation value can be predetermined, and evidence information corresponding to risk feature
information that has a contribution representation value not less than the threshold is obtained and used as the evidence
information corresponding to the determination result.
[0090] In practice, after the evidence information is obtained, the evidence information can be processed based on a
specific format template, so that the evidence information is used as a part of the finally generated case closing information.
The format template is not limited in the present application, and can be a text format template, or can be a table data
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format template, a graph data format template, etc.
[0091] In the present implementation of the present application, when the category of the current risk control event is
determined based on the decision tree, a confidence level of the determination result can be further calculated by using
a corresponding solution.
[0092] If the confidence level of the determination result is low, the reliability of subsequent steps performed based
on the determination result is also hard to ensure. Therefore, a related parameter can be adjusted and the category of
the current risk control event is re-determined, until the confidence level of the determination result reaches a relatively
high degree. Alternatively, the category of the current risk control event is determined manually instead. A specific degree
that the confidence level needs to reach can be predefined by using a specified threshold.
[0093] Based on the analysis in the previous paragraph, in step S104, before the case closing information of the
current risk control event is generated, the following step can be further performed: calculating a confidence level of the
determination result; and determining that the confidence level of the determination result is not less than a specified
threshold.
[0094] There are several solutions for calculating the confidence level. For example, for a leaf node on which the
current risk control event falls on the decision path, a posterior probability of correctly classifying sample risk control
events that fall on the leaf node is determined as the confidence level. For another example, for a random forest, a
proportion of the maximum number of results obtained by determining the current risk control event on decision trees
in the random forest is calculated as the confidence level.
[0095] In the present implementation of the present application, in step S104, the case closing information can include
the determination result and the evidence information, and can further include other related information such as the
confidence level. Usually, information such as the determination result and the evidence information can be assembled
based on a predetermined case closing information template, to generate the case closing information. The case closing
information template can be described based on a specific application scenario. Implementations are not limited in the
present application.
[0096] More intuitively, the present implementation of the present application further provides a schematic diagram
illustrating a comparison between case closing information generated based on the previous risk control event automatic
processing method and case closing information in the existing technology. As shown in FIG. 5.
[0097] FIG. 5 includes two sub-diagrams: "manual processing in the existing technology" and "automatic processing
in the solutions of the present application".
[0098] It can be seen from the upper side of FIG. 5 that in the existing technology, because manual processing is
performed, case closing information is simple, a current risk control event "a user purchases a skirt at 10:48:09 on June
18, 2015" is simply described, and a determination result "non-case" is provided. The case closing information includes
little information.
[0099] It can be seen from the lower side of FIG. 5 that based on the solutions in the present application, detailed
case closing information is generated, and the case closing information includes three parts: task annotation, model
score, and case closing testimony.
[0100] The "task annotation" describes detailed information of the current risk control event, for example, a mobile
phone number of a user, a gender of the user, an email address of the user, some scenario information (for example,
used by neither a family member nor a friend) obtained by directly communicating with the user, a related financial
product and bank card number, a location at which the bank card is registered, and a status of the bank card.
[0101] The "model score" describes scores of some models used to implement the solutions of the present application,
and the score can measure a function or performance of a model to some extent. The model can be, for example, a
model used for the classifier, a model used to determine the contribution representation value, and a model used to
obtain the evidence information.
[0102] The "case closing testimony" describes the determination result of the current risk control event and the con-
fidence level of the determination result, some risk feature information used for determining, a contribution representation
value of the risk feature information, corresponding evidence information, etc.
[0103] When the current risk control event is determined as a non-case, and the confidence level is 0.973. The risk
feature information used for determining includes "device credibility", "city credibility", etc. The "device credibility" is used
as an example, a contribution representation value of the "device credibility" can be an evidence weight 0.653, and
corresponding evidence information is "a total of 10 transactions that amount to 2461.6 yuan are conducted in 13 days
(the last transaction is: an authentic watch xxxx from Saudi Arabia purchased from a buyer-on behalf)". The evidence
information indicates that the user has conducted a large number of transactions by using the current device. It can be
inferred that the current device is a device frequently used by the user, and therefore, there is a high probability that the
current device is a trusted device.
[0104] Based on the comparison between the existing technology and the solution in the present application in FIG.
5, it can be seen that by using the solution in the present application, labor can be saved, and a speed of processing
the risk control event is accelerated; a variety of risk feature information is considered more comprehensively, to determine
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the risk control event; and in addition, the evidence information used to support the determination result can be conven-
iently provided, and therefore, it is convenient to verify the reliability of the determination result of the risk control event.
[0105] The risk control event automatic processing method provided in the present implementation of the present
application is described above. As shown in FIG. 6, based on the same invention idea, an implementation of the present
application further provides a corresponding apparatus.
[0106] FIG. 6 is a schematic structural diagram illustrating a risk control event automatic processing apparatus corre-
sponding to FIG. 1, according to an implementation of the present application. The apparatus can be located on an
execution body of the procedure in FIG. 1, and includes: a first acquisition module 601, configured to obtain each piece
of risk feature information of a current risk control event; a determining module 602, configured to determine a category
of the current risk control event based on the risk feature information; a second acquisition module 603, configured to
obtain evidence information corresponding to a determination result; and a generation module 604, configured to generate
case closing information of the current risk control event based on the determination result and the evidence information.
[0107] Optionally, the determining module 602 determines the category of the current risk control event based on the
risk feature information, including: obtaining, by the determining module 602, a classifier obtained by performing training
based on risk feature information of sample risk control events; and determining the category of the current risk control
event by classifying the current risk control event based on the classifier and the risk feature information.
[0108] Optionally, the second acquisition module 603 obtains the evidence information corresponding to the determi-
nation result, including: determining, by the second acquisition module 603, contribution representation values of the
risk feature information; and obtaining the evidence information corresponding to the determination result based on the
contribution representation values and the risk feature information corresponding to the contribution representation
values.
[0109] Optionally, the determining, by the second acquisition module 603, contribution representation values of the
risk feature information includes: determining, by the second acquisition module 603, at least one of the following specific
representation values of the risk feature information: an evidence importance representation value, a category determi-
nation contribution representation value, a feature dimension contribution representation value, and a feature anomaly
representation value; and determining the contribution representation values of the risk feature information based on
determined specific representation values.
[0110] Optionally, the classifier performs classification by using a decision tree, and at least some nodes on the decision
tree include risk features corresponding to the risk feature information.
[0111] Optionally, the second acquisition module 603 determines the category determination contribution represen-
tation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event in the following method: determining, by the
second acquisition module 603, a decision path corresponding to the determination result on the decision tree; and
determining the category determination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the current
risk control event based on density change information of sample risk control events of a specified category that are
before and after a specific node included on the decision path, where the specific node includes the risk feature corre-
sponding to the risk feature information.
[0112] Optionally, the determining, by the second acquisition module 603, the category determination contribution
representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event based on density change information
of sample risk control events of a specified category that are before and after a specific node included on the decision
path includes: setting, by the second acquisition module 603, a virtual sample risk control event; and determining the
category determination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event
based on density change information of sample risk control events and virtual sample risk control events of the specified
category that are before and after the specific node included on the decision path.
[0113] Optionally, the setting, by the second acquisition module 603, a virtual sample risk control event includes:
setting, by the second acquisition module 603, the virtual sample risk control event based on a prior probability distribution
assumed for the sample risk control events of the specified category.
[0114] Optionally, the second acquisition module 603 determines the feature dimension contribution representation
value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event in the following method: determining, by the second
acquisition module 603, a plurality of sets that correspond to a risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information;
determining a set in the plurality of sets that includes the risk feature information; and determining the feature dimension
contribution representation value of the risk feature information based on a density of sample risk control events, of a
specified category, corresponding to the set that includes the risk feature information, where any risk feature information
corresponding to the risk feature belongs to at least one of the plurality of sets.
[0115] Optionally, the second acquisition module 603 determines the feature anomaly representation value of the risk
feature information of the current risk control event in the following method: determining, by the second acquisition
module 603, the feature anomaly representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event
based on a status of determining sample risk control events of a specified category on a specific node included on the
decision path, where the specific node includes the risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information.
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[0116] Optionally, the second acquisition module 603 obtains the evidence information corresponding to the determi-
nation result, including: ranking, by the second acquisition module 603, the risk feature information based on the deter-
mined contribution representation values of the risk feature information; and obtaining, based on a ranking result, evidence
information corresponding to risk feature information with top N contribution representation values, and using the evidence
information as the evidence information corresponding to the determination result.
[0117] Optionally, before generating the case closing information of the current risk control event, the generation
module 604 calculates a confidence level of the determination result, and determines that the confidence level of the
determination result is not less than a specified threshold.
[0118] Optionally, the category of the current risk control event is a case or a non-case.
[0119] The apparatus provided in the present implementation of the present application is in a one-to-one correspond-
ence with the method provided in the present implementation of the present application. Therefore, the apparatus and
the method corresponding to the apparatus have similar beneficial technical effects. A beneficial technical effect of the
method has been described above in detail, and therefore a beneficial technical effect of the corresponding apparatus
is omitted here for simplicity.
[0120] In the 1990s, whether a technical improvement is a hardware improvement (for example, an improvement to
a circuit structure such as a diode, a transistor, or a switch) or a software improvement (an improvement to a method
procedure) can be clearly distinguished. However, as technologies develop, current improvements to many method
procedures can be considered as direct improvements to hardware circuit structures. A designer usually programs an
improved method procedure into a hardware circuit, to obtain a corresponding hardware circuit structure. Therefore, a
method procedure can be improved by using a hardware entity module. For example, a programmable logic device
(PLD) (for example, a field programmable gate array (FPGA)) is such an integrated circuit, and a logical function of the
PLD is determined by a user through component programming. The designer performs programming to "integrate" a
digital system to a PLD without requesting a chip manufacturer to design and produce an application-specific integrated
circuit chip. In addition, at present, instead of manually manufacturing an integrated chip, this category of programming
is mostly implemented by using "logic compiler (logic compiler)" software. The programming is similar to a software
compiler used to develop and write a program. Original code needs to be written in a particular programming language
for compilation. The language is referred to as a hardware description language (HDL). There are many HDLs, such as
the Advanced Boolean Expression Language (ABEL), the Altera Hardware Description Language (AHDL), Confluence,
the Cornell University Programming Language (CUPL), HDCal, the Java Hardware Description Language (JHDL), Lava,
Lola, MyHDL, PALASM, and the Ruby Hardware Description Language (RHDL). The very-high-speed integrated circuit
hardware description language (VHDL) and Verilog are most commonly used. A person skilled in the art should also
understand that a hardware circuit that implements a logical method procedure can be readily obtained once the method
procedure is logically programmed by using the several described hardware description languages and is programmed
into an integrated circuit.
[0121] A controller can be implemented by using any appropriate method. For example, the controller can be a mi-
croprocessor or a processor, or a computer-readable medium that stores computer readable program code (such as
software or firmware) that can be executed by the microprocessor or the processor, a logic gate, a switch, an application-
specific integrated circuit (ASIC), a programmable logic controller, or a built-in microprocessor. Examples of the controller
include but are not limited to the following microprocessors: ARC 625D, Atmel AT91SAM, Microchip PIC18F26K20, and
Silicone Labs C8051F320. A memory controller can also be implemented as a part of the control logic of the memory.
A person skilled in the art also knows that, in addition to implementing the controller by using the computer readable
program code only, method steps can be logically programmed to allow the controller to implement the same function
in forms of the logic gate, the switch, the application-specific integrated circuit, the programmable logic controller, and
the built-in microcontroller. Therefore, the controller can be considered as a hardware component, and apparatuses
configured to implement various functions in the controller can also be considered as a structure inside the hardware
component. Or the apparatuses configured to implement various functions can even be considered as both software
modules implementing the method and a structure inside the hardware component.
[0122] The system, apparatus, module, or unit illustrated in the previous implementations can be implemented by
using a computer chip or an entity, or can be implemented by using a product having a certain function. A typical
implementation device is a computer. The computer can be, for example, a personal computer, a laptop computer, a
cellular phone, a camera phone, a smartphone, a personal digital assistant, a media player, a navigation device, an
email device, a game console, a tablet computer, or a wearable device, or a combination of any of these devices.
[0123] For ease of description, the apparatus above is described by dividing functions into various units. Certainly,
when the present application is implemented, functions of the units can be implemented in one or more pieces of software
and/or hardware.
[0124] A person skilled in the art should understand that an implementation of the present disclosure can be provided
as a method, a system, or a computer program product. Therefore, the present disclosure can use a form of hardware
only implementations, software only implementations, or implementations with a combination of software and hardware.
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Moreover, the present disclosure can use a form of a computer program product that is implemented on one or more
computer-usable storage media (including but not limited to a disk memory, a CD-ROM, an optical memory, etc.) that
include computer-usable program code.
[0125] The present disclosure is described with reference to the flowcharts and/or block diagrams of the method, the
device (system), and the computer program product based on the implementations of the present disclosure. It should
be understood that computer program instructions can be used to implement each process and/or each block in the
flowcharts and/or the block diagrams and a combination of a process and/or a block in the flowcharts and/or the block
diagrams. These computer program instructions can be provided for a general-purpose computer, a dedicated computer,
an embedded processor, or a processor of another programmable data processing device to generate a machine, so
that the instructions executed by the computer or the processor of the another programmable data processing device
generate an apparatus for implementing a specific function in one or more procedures in the flowcharts and/or in one
or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0126] These computer program instructions can be stored in a computer readable memory that can instruct the
computer or the another programmable data processing device to work in a specific way, so that the instructions stored
in the computer readable memory generate an artifact that includes an instruction apparatus. The instruction apparatus
implements a specific function in one or more procedures in the flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the block
diagrams.
[0127] These computer program instructions can be loaded onto the computer or another programmable data process-
ing device, so that a series of operation steps are performed on the computer or the another programmable device,
thereby generating computer-implemented processing. Therefore, the instructions executed on the computer or the
another programmable device provide steps for implementing a specific function in one or more procedures in the
flowcharts and/or in one or more blocks in the block diagrams.
[0128] In a typical configuration, a computing device includes one or more processors (CPU), one or more input/output
interfaces, one or more network interfaces, and one or more memories.
[0129] The memory can include a non-persistent memory, a random access memory (RAM), a nonvolatile memory,
and/or another form in the computer readable medium, for example, a read-only memory (ROM) or a flash memory
(flash RAM). The memory is an example of the computer readable medium.
[0130] The computer readable medium includes persistent, non-persistent, movable, and unmovable media that can
store information by using any method or technology. The information can be a computer readable instruction, a data
structure, a program module, or other data. Examples of a computer storage medium include but are not limited to a
parameter random access memory (PRAM), a static random access memory (SRAM), a dynamic random access memory
(DRAM), another category of random access memory (RAM), a read-only memory (ROM), an electrically erasable
programmable read-only memory (EEPROM), a flash memory or another memory technology, a compact disc read-
only memory (CD-ROM), a digital versatile disc (DVD) or another optical storage, a cassette magnetic tape, a magnetic
tape/magnetic disk storage, another magnetic storage device, or any other non-transmission medium. The computer
storage medium can be used to store information accessible to the computing device. Based on the definition in the
present specification, the computer readable medium does not include transitory computer readable media (transitory
media) such as a modulated data signal and carrier.
[0131] It is worthwhile to further note that, the terms "include", "comprise", or their any other variants are intended to
cover a non-exclusive inclusion, so a process, a method, a commodity, or a device that includes a list of elements not
only includes those elements but also includes other elements which are not expressly listed, or further includes elements
inherent to such a process, method, commodity, or device. Without more constraints, an element preceded by "includes
a ..." does not preclude the existence of additional identical elements in the process, method, commodity, or device that
includes the element.
[0132] The present application can be described in the general context of computer executable instructions executed
by a computer, for example, a program module. Usually, the program module includes a routine, a program, an object,
a component, a data structure, etc. executing a task or implementing an abstract data category. The present application
can also be practiced in distributed computing environments. In the distributed computing environments, tasks are
performed by remote processing devices connected through a communications network. In a distributed computing
environment, the program module can be located in both local and remote computer storage media including storage
devices.
[0133] The implementations in the present specification are described in a progressive way. For same or similar parts
of the implementations, references can be made to the implementations. Each implementation focuses on a difference
from other implementations. Particularly, a system implementation is basically similar to a method implementation, and
therefore, is described briefly. For related parts, references can be made to related descriptions in the method imple-
mentation.
[0134] The previous implementations are implementations of the present application, and are not intended to limit the
present application. A person skilled in the art can make various modifications and changes to the present application.
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Any modification, equivalent replacement, or improvement made without departing from the spirit and principle of the
present application shall fall within the scope of the claims in the present application.

Claims

1. A risk control event automatic processing method, comprising:

obtaining each piece of risk feature information of a current risk control event;
determining a category of the current risk control event based on the risk feature information;
obtaining evidence information corresponding to a determination result; and
generating case closing information of the current risk control event based on the determination result and the
evidence information.

2. The method according to claim 1, wherein the determining a category of the current risk control event based on the
risk feature information comprises:

obtaining a classifier obtained by performing training based on risk feature information of sample risk control
events; and
determining the category of the current risk control event by classifying the current risk control event based on
the classifier and the risk feature information.

3. The method according to claim 2, wherein the obtaining evidence information corresponding to a determination
result comprises:

determining contribution representation values of the risk feature information; and
obtaining the evidence information corresponding to the determination result based on the contribution repre-
sentation values and the risk feature information corresponding to the contribution representation values.

4. The method according to claim 3, wherein the determining contribution representation values of the risk feature
information comprises:

determining at least one of the following specific representation values of the risk feature information: an evidence
importance representation value, a category determination contribution representation value, a feature dimen-
sion contribution representation value, or a feature anomaly representation value; and
determining the contribution representation values of the risk feature information based on determined specific
representation values.

5. The method according to claim 4, wherein the classifier performs classification by using a decision tree, and wherein
at least some nodes on the decision tree comprise a risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information.

6. The method according to claim 5, wherein the category determination contribution representation value of the risk
feature information of the current risk control event is determined in the following method:

determining a decision path corresponding to the determination result on the decision tree; and
determining the category determination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the
current risk control event based on density change information of sample risk control events of a specified
category that are before and after a specific node comprised on the decision path, wherein the specific node
comprises the risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information.

7. The method according to claim 6, wherein the determining the category determination contribution representation
value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event based on density change information of sample
risk control events of a specified category that are before and after a specific node comprised on the decision path
comprises:

setting a virtual sample risk control event; and
determining the category determination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the
current risk control event based on density change information of sample risk control events and virtual sample
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risk control events of the specified category that are before and after the specific node comprised on the decision
path.

8. The method according to claim 7, wherein the setting a virtual sample risk control event comprises:
setting the virtual sample risk control event based on a prior probability distribution assumed for the sample risk
control events of the specified category.

9. The method according to claim 4, wherein the feature dimension contribution representation value of the risk feature
information of the current risk control event is determined in the following method:

determining a plurality of sets that correspond to a risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information;
determining a set in the plurality of sets that comprises the risk feature information; and
determining the feature dimension contribution representation value of the risk feature information based on a
density of sample risk control events, of a specified category, corresponding to the set that comprises the risk
feature information, wherein
any risk feature information corresponding to the risk feature belongs to at least one of the plurality of sets.

10. The method according to claim 5, wherein the feature anomaly representation value of the risk feature information
of the current risk control event is determined in the following method:
determining the feature anomaly representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event
based on a status of determining sample risk control events of a specified category on a specific node comprised
on the decision path, wherein the specific node comprises the risk feature corresponding to the risk feature infor-
mation.

11. The method according to claim 3, wherein the obtaining evidence information corresponding to a determination
result comprises:

ranking the risk feature information based on the determined contribution representation values of the risk
feature information; and
obtaining, based on a ranking result, evidence information corresponding to risk feature information with top N
contribution representation values, and using the evidence information as the evidence information correspond-
ing to the determination result.

12. The method according to claim 1, wherein before the generating case closing information of the current risk control
event, the method further comprises:

calculating a confidence level of the determination result; and
determining that the confidence level of the determination result is not less than a specified threshold.

13. The method according to any one of claims 1 to 12, wherein the category of the current risk control event is a case
or a non-case.

14. A risk control event automatic processing apparatus, comprising:

a first acquisition module, configured to obtain each piece of risk feature information of a current risk control event;
a determining module, configured to determine a category of the current risk control event based on the risk
feature information;
a second acquisition module, configured to obtain evidence information corresponding to a determination result;
and
a generation module, configured to generate case closing information of the current risk control event based
on the determination result and the evidence information.

15. The apparatus according to claim 14, wherein the determining module determines the category of the current risk
control event based on the risk feature information, comprising:

obtaining, by the determining module, a classifier obtained by performing training based on risk feature infor-
mation of sample risk control events; and
determining the category of the current risk control event by classifying the current risk control event based on
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the classifier and the risk feature information.

16. The apparatus according to claim 15, wherein the second acquisition module obtains the evidence information
corresponding to the determination result, comprising:
determining, by the second acquisition module, contribution representation values of the risk feature information;
and obtaining the evidence information corresponding to the determination result based on the contribution repre-
sentation values and the risk feature information corresponding to the contribution representation values.

17. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the determining, by the second acquisition module, contribution
representation values of the risk feature information comprises:

determining, by the second acquisition module, at least one of the following specific representation values of
the risk feature information: an evidence importance representation value, a category determination contribution
representation value, a feature dimension contribution representation value, or a feature anomaly representation
value; and
determining the contribution representation values of the risk feature information based on determined specific
representation values.

18. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the classifier performs classification by using a decision tree, and
wherein at least some nodes on the decision tree comprise a risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information.

19. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the second acquisition module determines the category determination
contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event in the following
method:
determining, by the second acquisition module, a decision path corresponding to the determination result on the
decision tree; and determining the category determination contribution representation value of the risk feature in-
formation of the current risk control event based on density change information of sample risk control events of a
specified category that are before and after a specific node comprised on the decision path, wherein the specific
node comprises the risk feature corresponding to the risk feature information.

20. The apparatus according to claim 19, wherein the determining, by the second acquisition module, the category
determination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event based
on density change information of sample risk control events of a specified category that are before and after a
specific node comprised on the decision path comprises:
setting, by the second acquisition module, a virtual sample risk control event; and determining the category deter-
mination contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event based on
density change information of sample risk control events and virtual sample risk control events of the specified
category that are before and after the specific node comprised on the decision path.

21. The apparatus according to claim 20, wherein the setting, by the second acquisition module, a virtual sample risk
control event comprises:
setting, by the second acquisition module, the virtual sample risk control event based on a prior probability distribution
assumed for the sample risk control events of the specified category.

22. The apparatus according to claim 17, wherein the second acquisition module determines the feature dimension
contribution representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event in the following
method:

determining, by the second acquisition module, a plurality of sets that correspond to a risk feature corresponding
to the risk feature information;
determining a set in the plurality of sets that comprises the risk feature information; and
determining the feature dimension contribution representation value of the risk feature information based on a
density of sample risk control events, of a specified category, corresponding to the set that comprises the risk
feature information, wherein any risk feature information corresponding to the risk feature belongs to at least
one of the plurality of sets.

23. The apparatus according to claim 18, wherein the second acquisition module determines the feature anomaly
representation value of the risk feature information of the current risk control event in the following method:
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determining, by the second acquisition module, the feature anomaly representation value of the risk feature infor-
mation of the current risk control event based on a status of determining sample risk control events of a specified
category on a specific node comprised on the decision path, wherein the specific node comprises the risk feature
corresponding to the risk feature information.

24. The apparatus according to claim 16, wherein the second acquisition module obtains the evidence information
corresponding to the determination result, comprising:

ranking, by the second acquisition module, the risk feature information based on the determined contribution
representation values of the risk feature information; and
obtaining, based on a ranking result, evidence information corresponding to risk feature information with top N
contribution representation values, and using the evidence information as the evidence information correspond-
ing to the determination result.

25. The apparatus according to claim 14, wherein before generating the case closing information of the current risk
control event, the generation module calculates a confidence level of the determination result, and determines that
the confidence level of the determination result is not less than a specified threshold.

26. The apparatus according to any one of claims 14 to 25, wherein the category of the current risk control event is a
case or a non-case.
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